
GLAMP
PARTIES 
Celebrate your next event in safari style... 



HAPPY
GLAMPING

 

Glamping...

Short for glamourous

camping.

 

Join us in our oasis in the

heart of the city, sip on

cocktails under

Melbourne's favourite

glamping tent and be

whisked away to 

Africa for a moment.

 

 





GLAMP
SPACES
Depending on your
numbers the following
spaces can be booked, be
it whole or tables within,
and we can join areas for
larger parties. 

We can also create
combo seated dining and
pre/post drinks bookings
with these areas.

The Lion’s Den
 is an intimate nook that
showcases hand-painted
timber and colourful
woven basket ceiling.
Capacity = 10-15 guests

The Tent
 An indoor room with a
sense of fun & adventure
as you enter. A softly
draped ceiling & starlights
hints at being outdoors.
Capacity = 20-30 guests

The Courtyard
 Enjoy spirited Rainbow
Alley whilst you celebrate .
Capacity = 20-40 guests

Whole venue capacity =   200 guests



Layout



EAT!
All food is prepared

in-house in the polēpolē kitchen. 
Enquire for the latest selections.

Grazing Gazelle
$19pp | 4 pieces per person

Choice of 2 hot + 2 cold

Crocodile’s Choice
$30pp | 6 pieces per person
Choice of 2 hot + 2 cold + 1  picking + 1 dessert

Hungry Hippos
$45pp | 9 pieces per person

3 hot + 3 cold + 2 pickings + 1 dessert

ADD EXTRAS TO YOUR PACK
Hot/Cold/Dessert canapés+ $4.5ea

Pickings +$6ea



canapés



DRINK!
You can choose to place a bar tab and

purchase drinks on consumption, or elect
to go on an unlimited drinks package.

Base Package
$55pp | 3 hours

Wine, cider and beers

Mid Package
$70pp | 3 hours
Base Package + House Spirits

Premium Package
$88pp | 3 hours 

Mid Package + Champagne
 

t
 

 
Welcome Cocktail Extra  
$15pp
Limit one per person

*Other hourly options available on request



drinks



African drumming
Dance & Burlesque
Snake charm
DJs
Vocal artists
Face Painters

Looking for ways to bring your party to life? 
We can connect you with some amazing artists
who we have worked with previously,,,

 PLAY!



IMPORTANT BITS
Where applicable, minimum spends apply to
any food and beverage spend. 
No BYO available
The availability of the space is subject to
change until a completed booking form has
been received, or otherwise agreed upon by
management. Bookings are accepted on a first
in basis.
Food and beverage options are seasonal and
subject to change.
Minimal decorations may be allowed with
prior approval. No glitter permitted in venue.
Post 9pm, we are an ages 18+ venue.
All prices include GST.
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